A novel microfluidic chip for assessing dynamic adhesion behavior of cell-targeting microbubbles.
The primary aim of this study was to develop a microfluidic chip to study the dynamic adhesion behavior of cell-targeted microbubbles. The microfluidic device is composed of polydimethylsiloxane and is fabricated using the soft lithography technique. Each chamber of the microfluidic chip comprises eight U-shaped microsieves, by which various flow velocity distributions are generated. LyP-1-conjugated microbubbles were prepared by coating the surface of the phospholipid shell of microbubbles with LyP-1 peptides via biotin-avidin linkage. Under static conditions, the resulting targeted microbubbles are able to bind onto the surface of cells on incubation with breast cancer cells. Under dynamic fluid conditions, the cell targeting efficiency of the microbubbles was assessed at various flow velocity distributions in a chamber. Accumulation of targeted microbubbles was strongly influenced by flow velocity. Better retention of targeted microbubbles on cell surfaces was achieved at low mean flow velocities (<0.03 cm/s), in agreement with our computer simulation results. In conclusion, our results indicate that the microfluidic system is a useful platform for studying the microbubble-cell adhesive interaction.